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Value Education Workshop

Honesty and Integrity

Guest Lecture Hali

24.04.77 i 45 min.

XII.B/ XII-A , C, D
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OBJECTIVES:

To enable the students understand the importance of Honesty and Integrity in life.
To motivate adherence to moral and ethical principles and soundness of moral character
To make them willing to pursue truth and a life of honesty and integrity at all costs.

DESCRIPTION

With a view to improve the integral growth of an individual and to create attitudes and
a sustainable lifestyle, the CBSE has roped in the concept of
imparting value-education to students through meaningful
workshops, which are presented by the students themselves, thus
ensuring the in-depth reach of the values and morals. The
students of Class XII-B presented a workshop on the theme,
' Honcsty and Integerity'
The Lopic is extremely important to them as these values are essential
ic achieve the success and satisfaction in life. The interactive session
heid during the workshop brought up different point of views,
slrategies & loopholes from different students on the topic given. The
scssion began with an introduction to the spirit of Honesty and
Intcgrity as the three words lRUfH, HaNESI! and INTEGBIT_y all boil
down to one thing i.e. S-IMP-LICI!. We all hope for an uncomplicated
lile and one with less stress, and we are all looking for the happiness,
harmony and peace of mind that comes from living a virtuous life.'l-hat
docsn't mean that it is easily achieved, but it does gives us the focus and something to strive for as we continue to
icarn about ourselves and the world around us". The session was then taken forth with a speech based on
irnporlance of Honesty and Integrity by Sonali Harish. To continue the session, Ayushi Dabas presented her views
on the significance of Honesty and Integrity in our life, which was followed by a power-point presentation. The
presentation was aimed at making the audience aware about the importance of Honesty. The presentation made by
the students also wanted to impart the ways to achieve and apply it to our real life.,'There were viCeo
presentations also to strengthen the understanding of the theme. The students, namely Geetika and Sarirarth
Saluja asked the questions based on took back the learning, "Whoever is dishonest in small matters cannot be
t.rusted with important matters." The presentation continued with fun-filled activity "Face the truth,,conducted by
Ishan Gupta and Aditya Singh, wherein the audience was involved with great enthusiasm. Ishan Gurta and Aditya
Singh randomly picked some members in pairs from the audience and each member was to tell the strengths and
weaknesses of each other honestly. The audience also participated with vigour. A contemporary dance presentation
based on the given theme was also performed by Parinita Rastogi and Shreyasi Roy and a song based on the theme
was also presented by Parth Mishra. The pinnacle of the session came with an interactive phase, wherein students,
mernbers from the audience shared their own experiences of how honesty had proved to be essential in achieving a
successful and happy life. The students left with the embodiment disclosure of the following thought:
"we learned about honesty and integrity - that the truth matters... that you don't take shortcuts or play
by your own set of rules... and success doesn't count unless you earn it fair and square.,,
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